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The article is related to the visual objects produced by so-called bystanders (eyewitnesses) during the Holocaust and afterwards. Do these
materials become a gesture of testimony? And if yes, when, in what circumstances, and on what conditions? If we accept them as historical
evidence: will they allow access to the specific, wordless experience of the representatives of a group that—rarely analyzed and studied so
far—is now is beginning to receive the attention of Holocaust researchers? In other words, will these testimonies allow us to find out
something that we have not yet learned about the witnesses of Jewish suffering? And importantly, will we reclaim the ignored perspective of
eyewitnesses and bystanders of the genocide through them? In the widest context: will we discover in these records, relations, meanings,
emotions, and pieces of information important to understanding what happened in small communities, in the provincial territories, in Europe
after 1939?
In the article, I trace visualizations of violence committed against Jews outside of camps and ghettos—in the arena of the so-called
“dispersed Holocaust.” The results of the mass killings are the uncommemorated, small-scale sites of genocide, called in my broader
research, after Claude Lanzmann and against Pierre Nora, “non-sites of memory.” I study how bystanders preserve the memory of wartime
events through images. I would like to find out what representational practices non-sites of memory evoke, and in particular, how historical
representations of these places might influence an understanding and perception of them today. On a different level, I insist on accepting
vernacular, non-elite, grassroots visualizations as a cognitively important genre of post-Holocaust art, especially useful for the analysis of
processes of remembering the Holocaust that took place outside the centers of the Shoah.
 
https://www.doi.org/10.48285/8kaewzno3p
“(It) bears repeating that the vast majority of European Jewry was murdered in Poland, and that the vast majority of those killed
were East European and Russian Jews. Furthermore, approximately half of those murdered did not die in extermination camps.
Over 600,000 Jews died in large and small ghettos scattered throughout German-occupied Eastern Europe. Many of the rest,
however, were killed in mass executions at or near their places of residence. These were open-air events, often watched by the gentile
population.”1
Presently available visualizations of events of dispersed violence2 usually come from the repositories of perpetrators, and nowadays evoke
substantiated concerns.3 The factuality, eyewitness quality of these (usually photographic) accounts from the brink of death pits makes the
perpetrators’ images more likely to be widely distributed than those produced by victims. Victims—sometimes quite literally—managed to
“exit the grave”4 and deliver a visual testimony (such as that provided by Jonasz Stern, a survivor of the Lviv Ghetto liquidation who
managed to crawl out of a pit full of dead bodies left after the mass execution at Hyclowa Góra in June 1943). So far, the least attention has
been paid to works produced by the so-called bystanders—those co-present on the stage of violence. This article is an attempt to conduct
preliminary reconnaissance of this uncharted territory.
The diversity of scopic attitudes and strategies differentiates eyewitnesses: the apparently homogenous collective subject performing sight-
related activities. They can be divided into several sub-groups (observers, gawkers, spectators, etc.), that differ from one another in terms of
cognitive capabilities, extent of individualization, and range of agency.5 Visuals created by those who observed the Holocaust and
experienced it as a shock are—at least in professional art circulation extremely scarce, as has been estimated by Luiza Nader who terms this
group of artworks as “art facing the Holocaust.”6 Research recently conducted on the so called “folk art,” in relation to the exhibition Widok
zza bliska. Inne obrazy Zagłady [Terribly Close: Polish Vernacular Artists Face the Holocaust] 2018-19,7 confirmed the limited number of
visual responses but at the same time revealed the communicative potential of artworks produced by artists who created them from non-
dominant aesthetics and in non-elite environments. The research exposed the area of so-called vernacular art—neither professional enough
to be found in the collections of contemporary art museums nor following the norms imposed upon “folk art.” By vernacular art I mean
objects produced by those educated mostly in artisanal or craft areas, as well as autodidacts who worked in professions loosely related to
art. The objects belong today mainly to private owners, remaining in the collections of regional museums or cultural centers. A “lower”
(meaning: non-elitist), but also “wider” (not centralized in institutions of culture) outline of the territory of the potential existence of works
related to the dispersed Holocaust gives us a chance to discover new objects, strategies, and poetics that have not been taken into
consideration in the discourses on the Holocaust art so far. The category of bystanders is slowly entering the interest of researchers who
study the visual documentation of World War II, and therefore, although the presently known works are quite scarce, it is highly probable
that in future this category will be expaned numerically by new findings.
Drawn Testimonies (Kmieliauskas)
During their visit to Lithuania, in search of post-genocide and neglected by memory “sites devoid of a monument,”8 (described in the
reportage Nasi. Podróżując z wrogiem [Our People. Discovering Lithuania’s Hidden Holocaust], 2016), Rūta Vanagaitė and Efraim Zuroff
visited Butrimonys near Alytus, where in June 1941, several hundred Jews were executed.9 Unfortunately the witness could not point the
site of the massacre in the forest to the researchers, and in the end, they did not manage to locate it.10 Vanagaitė talked about this site with
Antanas Kmieliauskas (born in 1932) who, as a child, had observed the killings from a distance. After the war Kmieliauskas became
a professor at the Vilnius Academy of Fine Arts.11 “Rūta asked the artist to draw this scene from nearly eighty years ago, and Antanas
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Kmieliauskas obliged, creating a sketch…”—Zurhoff reports. In the book, the authors present this expressive sketch, created in front of
them by the artist, depicting schematic silhouettes of people standing in two rows opposite each other.12
The aforementioned example shows that images of the sites and scenes of the dispersed Holocaust might be found in the context of
testimonies and accounts provided by bystanders.13 Kmieliauskas gave an interview to the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum (in
1998, he was 66 years old then).14 In the recorded video, it can be noted how—as the story progresses—the man raises his hands, outlining
the shapes of pits and the winding roads as if he were exasperated with the inefficiency of his own narrative.15 “Did you see the faces of the
perpetrators—and of the victims—at the time of the execution?”—the interviewer asks after half an hour. “It was a little too far for me to
see. Just an image—I could almost draw the image, an image, seen from afar. Almost like a painting, with no features.”16 The interview
continues, focusing on the death pit and executions, and twenty minutes later, the artist cannot stop himself from supporting his words with
images. The phone rings and the recording is paused. When the camera is turned on again, the artist has a white sheet of paper in front of
him. He says: “They were there… and they were standing over here…” and draws a sketch similar to the one, the Lithuanian writer would
receive from him in 2015.
According to Patrick Debois who studies sites of the Holocaust by bullets, “every witness saw part of the genocide. None of them can
recount the whole thing. That is the limit of visual memory.”17 As might be assumed based on the example above, there are numerous limits
to the visual memory of witnesses. The case of Kmieliauskas proves that even advanced, professional users of visual culture, when they
have to relate to a past scene of crime, are able only to provide its general image, “with no specific features.” The frame flickers: the
distance of time (today) and space (long ago: the executions were observed from usually quite a considerable distance) allows for
reconstructing contours that resemble something “almost like a painting,” rather than realistic mapping. Fragmentariness of knowledge,
childish perception, within which directions and proportions had not yet been formed, as well as several decades apart from the event, years
that covered memorable details, distort the drawn testimonies, though they are still capable of conveying the basic, and at the same time the
most crucial, information: one group of people stood opposite another group. The latter held up guns. The pit had already been dug.
Sketches Instead of Photographs (Charyton)
When Marian Brandys described his acquaintance with Józef Charyton (1909-1975), a local artist from a small town on the Bug River, he
called him by the honorable title (assuming from the use of capital letters) “The Guardian of the King’s Grave.” A short story, included in
a collection from 1984 under the same title, focuses on the common obsession of two “public historians” who keep corresponding with each
other about the event of bringing Stanisław August Poniatowski’s18 corpse to Poland. (By chance, in 1938, Charyton was involved in the
preparation of the burial vault in Poniatowski’s hometown Wołczyn [Volchin], when the king’s corpse was about to be brought back from
St. Petersburg. After World War II, due to the alterations of the country’s borders, the king’s grave once again ended up in the territories of
Soviet Russia). Brandys dedicated only a two-page fragment of this long story of the pen-friendship (full of Charyton’s written accounts,
summaries of correspondence, and conversations on the phone) to another obsession of the author from Siemiatycze. “After the events of
1968, when Jews desperately started leaving Poland, to Charyton, painting portraits of Jews became a moral obligation.”19 Brandys
describes the artist’s involvement in Jewish issues on the occasion of—as he mentions—the opening of the artist’s exhibition Portraits of
Polish Jews held at the National Jewish Theatre in 1973. However, he fails to mention a former series comprising of several
hundred20works related to the Holocaust in the East. They must have discussed these though: “[Jews] had been part of his life. And then he
became a silent witness of their tragic fate. He saw how they were exterminated by the Nazis. How they were inhumanly humiliated and
tortured, how they died either a violent death or after long agonizing torments.”21
Charyton was a witness indeed, although not necessarily silent: in 1963, he gave a testimony, today preserved by the Żydowski Instytut
Historyczny im. Emanuela Ringelbluma [Emanuel Ringelblum Jewish Historical Institute] (ŻIH) in Warsaw.22 The duty to give an account
was also performed with the use of another medium: in the same year, the ŻIH bought a series of almost two hundred sketches drawn and
painted by the artist from Siematycze.
The works depict scenes that take place on the border of the ghetto in Wysokie Litewskie [today: Vysokaye, Belarus]; marches, executions,
preparing for deportation, various forms of forced labor and humiliation, including sexual violence. There prevail portraits and genre scenes
preceding executions. They take place exactly where the German photographers from the Einsatzgruppen operated. This time it is
a bystander’s gaze that becomes the source of representation of the murderous event.
Drafts and sketches were produced either on thick paper or photographic paper and they had similar, though not identical sizes; about 30
x 40 cm (a smaller size works are an exception). On some of them, there are visible marks from sticking them to walls with pins. At times,
their reverse has been used for additional sketches. Charyton drew or painted his works with ink, coal, watercolor, and pencil, very few
cards from the ŻIH collection were painted in color. On the obverse, in capital letters, the artist wrote cryptic but vital pieces of information:
“Jews just before the execution. All of them from Kamieniec [Kamenits] III, Wys. Lit, [Vysokaye] 1942,” “Jews forced to dig the grave for
other Jews, Wys. Lit. [Vysokaye] 1942,” “Jewish women pulled out from the recesses of the ghetto just before the execution, Wys. Lit.
[Vysokaye] 42,” “Torturing Jewish people because they were keeping their hands in the wrong way.”
Before the war, Charyton was friends with Jewish artists and during the occupation, when he was employed in the position—as he described
it—of ”economic supervisor of the town,” he did his best to protect the Jewish residents from the Blue Police. He was writing a journal,
a specific chronicle of the town: “I had to check all the events, I needed to be in all those places, to see everything.” And as he lived in the
area adjacent to the ghetto, he saw many acts of terror. “I would carry a small-format camera with me—however I never managed to use it
at a relevant moment.” He accompanied those who were taken away from the liquidated ghetto: “I moved along with them to the suburbs of
the town; but in the open field, observing was no longer possible.” He saw what happened at the railway station. “Did I manage to notice
everything? In spite of the acuteness of my observational capabilities, I had only one pair of eyes, and sketches were often drawn after
a couple of days.” “I came back to my studio and started sketching, I had a huge plan to reconstruct the most terrifying scenes on a big
canvas for posterity.”23
Charyton is an example of a bystander who consciously undertakes the function of an observer: someone who seemingly stays calm,
meticulous, fact-oriented, and is able to plan his work. What is interesting in his activities, is the intention to archive and record: the artist
documents the acts of terror, describing them with dates, places, and types of violence. He gets ready to photograph executions and to
collect evidence. However, when he stands opposite a pit behind a tannery, which— he suspects—might be used to murder Jews, and when
the execution starts, he does not take advantage of the opportunity: “at that moment, I thought everything was for nothing, like this entire
life, and the camera fell off my hand.”24 I understand his refusal to use this medium as a very intuitive rejection of the distance that arises
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between photographer and the photographed. Charyton recognizes the gesture of recording the crime as immoral, and the feeling he
describes might be identified as a deep emotional resonance related to empathizing with the victims. In the series of drawings sold to the
ŻIH archive, Nazis are the only ones to use cameras.25
What is striking in Charyton’s works, is the contrast between the very conscious intention to deliver evidence, solid and regular work to
gather data, and the formal instability of the sketches: they were produced with various techniques, on diverse types of paper, and in
different styles—rarely does Charyton reach for realistic and clear lines, more often, he sketches quickly and compulsively; the figures
become types, sometimes dangerously close to caricatures. Victims are depicted in a suggestive style that sometimes becomes an
expressionistic visual act of exclamation. In extreme cases, the image is hardly possible to decipher—a maze, adumbrative obscurity, and
indistinctness reach as far as in the “visual” testimony given by Kmieliauskas. Why does the artist, who has some formal education (he was
a student of the Academy of Fine Arts in Cracow for one year) and intends to produce a historical and evidentiary series, chooses so seldom
to use the format of demonstrative realism? His eye-witnessed “initial sketches” are impressionistic and vague. He uses, however, the
realistic mode when he visualizes events he has only heard about. This is the case of an image of the body searches and rape experienced by
Jewish women, described on its obverse as: “according to the eyewitness’s account.”26 When he reports on events he witnessed: the
transport, forcing people into train cars, escapes from the ghetto, humiliation, executions—there appears a quick, shaky line emphasized by
water-color (four of those dynamic compositions today illustrate the section of the exhibition dedicated to “Holocaust by Bullets” at Yad
Vashem). I would like to read the lability of style, genre (portrait, scene), and alternating between abandoning and respecting perspectival
conventions (especially the scenes of executions over the death pits lack depth and seem to be two-dimensional, with only the foreground
available to the eye), as derivative of the process of searching for an adequate form to work with and on the “flashback of the shock,” the
afterimages of scenes that have not found their own visual language yet.
Interestingly, an inconsistency regarding dates there can be observed. According to the artist’s account, the sketches were created some days
later than the events they depict, and the collection sold to Warsaw dates back to the years of war. In the compositions, there are dates such
as 1942, 1943, 1944, but also 1956, and 1957; the catalogue cards provide the information of the date of creation as: 1945-1963 or 1963.
Charyton explains in his testimony that his post-war dire living situation did not allow him to produce the second, large-format version,
however, the repetitive scenes such as the execution of Jewish women, a German taking a photograph of Jews heading to work, a man
falling into the death pit (all in ŻIH archive) have several variants, and therefore, in fact, the gesture of painting subsequent versions was
performed by the artist. Dates and shifts in poetics might constitute proof that the painter used to return to the “most horrifying scenes” or
that they came back to him, according to the unpredictable rhythm of traumatizing afterimages, for which the triggers—in line with what
Brandys wrote down (and what stems from the ascribed dates)—were the waves of anti-Semitism in Poland.
If we accept Charyton’s account as a Holocaust testimony, it would become evident that his work was the result of a subjective and affective
reaction of someone who seemingly having followed the rational, strict protocol of the “observer’s” work (Charyton uses this term most
often), in fact, experienced trauma. Empathizing with the victims murdered in the dispersed Holocaust in this series is disputable: victims
often do not have specific features, and perpetrators who are standing closer appear to possess more individualized physical attributes; the
scenes are voyeuristic—especially when the victims are naked women; the images of humiliation resemble the poetics of anti-Semitic
propaganda. Nevertheless, the empathetic approach is evident and one might prove it based on a work produced at least three times in
1956.27 The artist depicts a pained expression on the face of a man who has already slid into the death pit. His chest is torn by a bullet. The
upper edge of the composition is filled with the boots of the soldiers. The perspective Charyton applies to paint this scene, is difficult and
actually impossible: he positions the point of view from inside the death pit, slightly below the face of the dying man. This gesture—
painting the scene from the inside of the mass grave—is hard to interpret differently than as an act of extreme identification. At the same
time, it determines the artist’s approach towards the eyewitnessed events and towards the murdered, as well as the “side” he takes as a “by-
stander.” If Charyton was the “Guardian of Graves,” as Brandys stated, then I state that first and foremost, he was the guardian of the graves
that had been dug behind the tanneries, along the railroads, and in the forests.
Sketches of the Proxy (Lipa)
In “The Guardian of The King’s Grave,” Brandys also mentions the series of portraits of Jews painted by Charyton after the war. The artist
gave quite a surprising explanation for picking up this theme: “But one night—who knows, if it didn’t happen after the Kielce pogrom
provoked by some ‘unknown perpetrators’—the murdered Jews from his town paid him a visit in a dream. Then, they started coming every
night. They did not say anything but just looked, as if they demanded something. It was then when he bought brushes and paints and started
to paint their portraits.”28 According to notes in his journal, the artist experienced the presence of his visitors as very real and physical, for
instance, he mentioned that he had been motivated by one of the guests slapping his face to punish him for sluggishness. “I am painting
their faces and I have to hurry because one face does not last for long. It comes and goes. (…) It is as if I were chasing the shadow of this
person, I had seen once. (…) The paint is still wet and I am already rushing after another. This is an extremely exhausting effort.”29 These
portraits commissioned by the dead, I choose to understand as forensic sketches, “identikits” produced based on data delivered by the victim
to their “proxy,” who possesses the relevant skills and techniques to visualize: the bystander becomes a depositary, a middle-man, “a hired
hand,” commissioned to fashion an image whose visual features are to be dictated by the eyewitness-victim.
The example of such a variant of dispersed Holocaust representation, this time far from the hauntological one (in which the work is
commissioned by a spectre), is a piece created by a vernacular artist Roman Lipa in 1984.30 The painting depicts the execution of forty-two
residents of Wielopole Skrzyńskie on June 30, 1942, and was showcased in the traveling exhibition “Holocaust by Bullets” hosted by
Yahad-In Unum31 (the work is presently owned by the Teitelbaum Family, whose predecessors died in the massacre).32
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Roman Lipa was a carpenter, painter, photographer, and historian33 of Wielopole Skrzyńskie, the same town whose fate became the
inspiration for Tadeusz Kantor’s “The Theatre of Death.” The description of the key genocidal event included in Lipa’s Okupacyjne
wspomnienia – pamiętnik autora [Memoir from Occupation Times—the Author’s Journal] might support the visual identification of
elements in the painting the self-taught artist created in 1983: “Over the mass grave of an approximate length of ten meters, Jews were
forced to kneel down in a row. Others were standing aside in a group. (…) The shooting was done by one German from the SS who had
a skull on the cap he was wearing. The German, using a handgun, shot the people kneeling at the grave in the back of their heads, and the
victims fell into the pit.”34 This work, however, was not painted based on personal recollection but on an account of another witness: the
person who inspired this work was another bystander and an eyewitness of the massacre of 1943.35
The brutally honest realism of the image reveals the full demonstrability of the scene of the murder and the role local people played in it: we
can see in the cadre the Blue Police officer and the village mayor, clenching the file with documents. It was actually the latter, Józef
Długosz, who later became Lipa’s informant. In Lipa’s recollection Likwidacja Żydów [Extermination of Jews], published in Konteksty.
Polska sztuki in 2015, the author addressed the reaction of the village mayor, suggesting he had been torn by extreme emotions: “The
mayor, being the only civil bystander, was so deeply shocked and traumatized by these crimes that he was standing there petrified, watching
his friends and acquaintances from the village being shot down one after another.”36 Likwidacja Żydów tells a story of the decline of Jewish
Wielopole, but it does not stop at the report on inaction explained by being shock. Lipa also brutally reports on the aftermath of the
committed crimes: looting, taking over and bartering of possessions, stealing what had been left, and attempts to utilize the Torah
parchments, all of which was commonly done without any hesitation and with the participation of the local residents. Lipa does not obscure
the co-perpetration of his neighbors: “By the end of the occupation, due to hunts and denunciatory activities, nine Jewish people who had
been hiding near Wielopole, lost their lives.”37 The village mayor is described as the righteous among the greedy (just because he did not
pick up money thrown by a Jew who was about to be executed) and the empathetic among the indifferent, however, his co-presence on the
stage of crime and his implication in the rules of the Nazi power are not trivialized or swept aside. Years later, the mayor revealed his
participation, using the painter as his interlocutor and as a proxy in the process of supplementing the oral account with visual sketch. In this
act Długosz undertook the role of a testifying witness, building for himself a testimonial situation similar to the one that was granted for
instance to Kmieliauskas.
Fragment of the exposition of Roman Lipa’s works within the frames of the project “Kantor
en Rhône - Alpes”, Théâtre des Asphodèles, Lyon 2006. Photo: Ewa Kulka, courtesy of
Ewa Kulka.
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The poetics of this late testimony repeats a gesture that could be already observed in Charyton’s practice: the scenes described by the witness,
being also the commissioning party, are depicted by Lipa with the utmost meticulosness. By multiplying details he had never witnessed, he
demonstrates a proactive approach: he cares for the potential forensic value, the eyewitness power of the performed task, and especially for a
“photographic” detailedness while reconstructing the murder site (“He always reflected the reality in an accurate manner. Before he
created Likwidacja Żydów, he went to the Jewish cemetery and took photos of the site” – remembered one of his family members).38 The large-
format composition seems to be a way to emphasize the importance of the depicted scene. It also allows the individualization of the figures by
Details of Roman Lipa’s painting “Rozstrzelanie 42 osób żydowskich w Wielopolu
Skrzyńskim w dniu 30/VI 1942 roku” [The Execution of 42 Jewish People in Wielopole
Skrzyńskie on June 30, 1942], 1984. Published in: „Konteksty” 2015, no 1-2, 142.
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granting each person specific features, gestures, and behaviors. It is noteworthy how clearly Lipa divides the painting into two sections: in the
lower part of the work, he places the crime scene. In the upper part—sharply demarcated with the line of the country road—the spectators can see
the summer landscape of Wielopole. The scene is complemented by some peaceful houses, without people milling around the yards; instead they
silently, but also indifferently, co-participate in the murder. It is impossible not to read this fractured reality as a commentary on the social
relations in Wielopole in 1942 as well as after the war.
Bystanders’ images reporting the crimes of dispersed Holocaust are—as I attempted to prove above—of a unique evidential character: they
were produced with the intention to explain the details of the crime, to further convey the forensic data. Their judicial value is but debatable.
This “visual protocol” is usually initiated by a third party: by a question asked by an interviewer, the request of eyewitnesses, or the victims
of Holocaust events. The artist-witness seems to be prompted to testify by external trigger. The factuality is somewhat paradoxical: the
examples presented above reveal a specific inner contradiction of the representational strategy. If Doreet LeVitte Harten proves to be right
(in her text from the 1995 catalogue for the exhibition Gdzie jest brat twój, Abel? [Where is Abel, Thy Brother?]),39 commenting on the
general framing of Holocaust acts, then “While the witnesses gave first-hand evidence, thus using art as documentation and falling into the
snare of the real, those who were not there idealized the situation.”40 In the arena of the bystanders’ art, this rule seems to be reversed.
Those who eyewitnessed murders—Charyton, Kmieliauskas—paint “the most terrifying scenes” as jumpy and shaking afterimages,
impressions and projections in which it is hard to determine details of the event. Despite an intention to testify, they produce objects of low
juridical value: the subscript or oral testimony must come here to help to inform about the details of the crime. But the image itself is as
distant as possible from the “trap of reality,” if this is to be understood as subjecting representation to documentary rules. On the other hand,
what is visualized from a position of a secondary witness, based on the account heard (case of Charyton’s picturing rapes, Lipa’s scene of
execution), is presented in a veristic manner and with a brutality of detail.
The art of the bystanders-who-witnessed, created on the hurriedly found sheets of paper, produced with the initial under-gesture of a sketch,
subjected to the whimsey of the post-traumatic recurrence of the trauma, in the end, does not provide a reliable testimony. Its insufficiency
is based on the temporariness and ambiguity that stem from the haziness of an afterimage. In the center of the visual memory there is
a jumpy image, in its essence extremely different from photography, which is culturally perceived as the medium bearing probative value.
And yet, these representations maintain something that is worth taking a closer look at: these are belated “post-images,” returns to specific,
often non-anonymous people, to traumatic events remembered as extreme and shocking, and not as common nor morbidly thrilling. In the
end, not only affectively, but also functionally, they turn out to exceed limitations that are related to the visual expression typical for external
strategies toward the Shoah (Nader’s “facing the Holocaust”). They become related to the images produced by victims, those reporting
“from the Holocaust.” Even in cases when—as in the “commissioned sketches”—the artist is not capable of reaching the detailed intensity
of the experience, the image still remains an extremely rare non-perpetrator’s record of scenes from the dispersed Holocaust. Even this sole
reason makes them worth granting the status of visual information of great importance.41
Translated by Aleksandra Szymczyk
Information on research funding: The paper was written within the research project Nieupamiętnione miejsca ludobójstwa i ich wpływ na
współczesne procesy wytwarzania form pamięci kolektywnej i tożsamości kulturowej w Polsce [Uncommemorated Genocide Sites and Their
Impact on Collective Memory, Cultural Identity, Ethical Attitudes and Intercultural Relations in Contemporary Poland] (2016-2020), Polish
Ministry of Science and Higher Education, the National Program for the Development of Humanities, registration number of the project:
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